
Where we want to bepossibilities



We have established 
where we are starting. 
Now we need to decide 
where we want to be.



It is difficult to know 
where to go when 
you don’t really 
know the options.

where to go?



past
You’ve only been told a 
very limited number of 
options of what is 
possible. 

All based on the                .                                           



Where would you like to travel? 
You’ve never seen a map.



possibilitycome from?

Where does



Your past. 
Other people’s pasts.

Or…



Your Imagination



It is possible 
you could have 
a life like mine.



You could be a life coach. 
You could make millions of dollars. 
You could help thousands of people.you could



People willdisagree.



Let me tell you the 
story of my first 
Mastermind.

let them .



You could have a life  
way beyond my life.  

So can I. 

We will find that 
possibility in  
our imagination. beyond



3until they imagined it.
Think of three people who imagined 

a possibility in their mind… 
something that wasn’t possible



Name a random possibility for yourself 
that only exists in your imagination so far.



What is a dream?



yet
Something that doesn’t 
exist in the real world

.



Do you allow yourself to know your dreams? 
Why or why not?



hidden or hurt us.
DREAMS SHOULD NEVER BE

dreams



ABILITY
CAPACITY

—VS.—



ca•pac•i•ty 

The amount  
that someone  

can produce

/kəˈpasədē/

How will  
you ever  
know your 
capacity?



How many 
people die with 
unused capacity?capacity



 every human What if 

was encouraged to utilize their full capacity?



RevealPossibilities can

capabilities.



dream
๏ We have to know where we 

are starting. 

๏ We have to know the 
possibility drop. 

๏ We have to have the fuel of 
desire to get us there.

DREAM NAVIGATION



Desire comes 
from believing in a 
possibility enough 
that it outlasts 
your doubt.desire



DESIRE
DOUBT

—VS.—



We generate desire with belief sentences. 
We generate doubt with disbelief sentences.



destroy

EXCUSES  
DESTROY  
DESIRE



Decisions activate 
desire. 
Decisions confirm 
belief. 



When you have a possibility drop 

with belief and desire — all you   

have to do is make a decision.


